
   Announcement

0. belle2trgdaq and committee

1. supplement of your badge: QR code and figures

2. suggestions/comments for future improvement

3. thanksgiving of our workers

Jenny, Chou, Link, Yutan, Poyuan, Bean, Jason, TzuAn

4. farewell. 

2017  Belle II  TRG/DAQ  workshop

Iwasaki san had been discharged from the hospital yesterday!!



              Your badge: supplement
● front side: 
➢your information
➢something special in Taiwan (mostly CC0-licensed)

Belle-II
SUCCESS Belle-II  SUCCESS

SURE

QR code

Mr. Belle-II SUCCESS
SURE
belle2@sure.edu.world

Welcome

May I scan 
your QR?

registration in 
Industry 4.0 era



Taiwan Blue Magpie
(Urocissa caerulea)
An endangered species
(still conservation-deserving wildlife)

(It can be seen in the Yangminshan 
National Park – that mentioned 
volcano area – if you are lucky.
http://yunol.stes.tc.edu.tw/0703/Taiwan_Blue_Magpie/)



Formosan Landlocked Salmon
(Oncorhynchus masou formosanus)
A critically endangered species. (rehabilitation in progress)

The only oncorhynchus masu species found in subtropical area.



Braised pork rice (“Lurou fan”) 
One popular donburi in Taiwan, a little salty, a little sweet.
Not for you to be stuffed but to be satisfied after a tough day.



Usually recognized as a typical 
junk food in Taiwan, but very very 
popular to the young generation.

Pearl milk tea
Chewy tapioca balls, as the pearl, in milk tea. 
A representative of the "QQ" food texture that Taiwanese love.

The one you have in the 
afternoon of 23rd  is with 
fresh milk, supposedly to 
be healthier.  



Tourist Night Market  (I think it not really for tourism)

Historically a place for people gathering for social activities after work.  
Usually there will be a gate structure at the entrance. 

Taipei Hwahsi tourist night 
market, the first one in Taiwan.

In recent year, it moves to 
target on business for tourists, 
as a tourist attraction.



Taipei 101
Once upon a time, it was the tallest 
building in the world.



Pineapple cake

Pineapple symbolizes good luck and fortune in Taiwanese 
language.

Pineapple cake is 
usually with two basic 
fillings: white gourd or 
pineapple. Varieties 
with egg, cranberry, …, 
are also available now. 

It becomes a famous 
souvenir for tourists 
recently.



Taiwanese Ba-Bu horn

A signal for ice-cream in the old generation's childhood.
Still seen in countryside.



Kuai-kuai

Kuai-kuai used to be (still be?) a snack for kids. Now it is 
also widely used in many machine-related industries, e.g.  
computer facilities for IT, to exorcise possible demons which 
cause machine failure.

It is essential to pick the one with right color to use.



Your suggestions and feedback to this workshop are more 
than appreciated.

Firstly, sorry that most of the desserts in tea time are 
categorized as “JUNK FOOD” in Taiwan.



Your suggestions and feedback to this workshop are more 
than appreciated.

Firstly, sorry that most of the desserts in tea time are 
categorized as “JUNK FOOD” in Taiwan.

However, since you will probably have them only once or 
twice in your life-time, the taste and flavor are more 
important than the nutrition and health.

We still have a bunch of that kind of junk food in our list.



Jenny Huang Link Liu C.-H. Chou

Y.-T.  Chen

P.-Y. Yang

T.-A. Sheng

Jason Lin

assistants 

and 

students

K.-X. Huang
and 

postdoc



Enjoy your stay in Taiwan 

and 

have a safe trip back home.
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